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Selecting a Quality Holster
How to select a holster that will allow you to carry your 
handgun Safely, Comfortably and Securely.

A holster has a lot of duties and the unfortunate truth is they don’t all play well 
together.  In fact, often when a holster does one thing well, it makes it difficult to do 
other things well.  This guide will give you some ideas of the responsibilities that you 
have in selecting a quality holster.

What is a “Quality” holster?
Some one should send this guide to many of the holster manufacturers that stock 

your local gun shops shelves.  Of course you may find some quality holsters on the 
shelves, but unfortunately they are the exception not the rule…

So what is a quality holster?

Big Picture: 
A quality holster helps you to carry your handgun safely, comfortably and securely.

Details:
A quality holster has specific characteristics that I remember with the nemonic, R-A-

G T-O-P:

R - Retention
A - Application
G - Gun Fit

T - Trigger
O - Open Mouth
P - Position

Retention
Your holster needs to hold onto your gun until you intentionally take it out.  The 

retention needs to work even if you find yourself turned upside down.  Your gun needs 
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to stay in your holster until you take it out.  Period.  When you intentionally draw your 
gun, you should be able to do so with one hand and with a minimal amount of effort.

For general range use and concealed carry retention should be achieved with 
friction and you should avoid buttons, snaps and levers that need to be manipulated 
before the gun can come out of the holster.

For duty carry and open carry retention should be achieved with a device that is 
deactivated naturally when the gun is drawn but is difficult to actuate by others.

Application
Your holster needs to fit the purpose that you will use it for.  A holster for competition 

is probably not suited for duty or concealed carry.  A duty holster wouldn’t be 
appropriate for concealed carry.  Think about what your goal is and select a holster 
built for that purpose.

Gun Fit
Your holster should fit your gun specifically.  Holsters that are designed to fit 72 

different guns rarely fit any of them well and have a hard time performing the duties of 
a quality holster.  You may find that a holster fits 2 or three different models of gun.  
That may be acceptable if the holster does all of its jobs well.

Trigger
A quality holster needs to completely cover the trigger guard area of the gun.  Both 

the front and the back.  In addition, there should be no part of the holster that could 
inadvertently enter the trigger guard while the gun is being drawn or re-holstered.  If 
the trigger area of the gun is not completely covered or if holster parts could enter the 
trigger guard, the holster is unsafe and should not be use.

Open Mouth
Look for a holster that has an open mouth even when the holster is worn without the 

gun inserted.  Being able to holster one handed can be a big advantage and a holster 
with an open mouth makes this much easier.  In addition, a holster with an open mouth 
makes it much easier to re-holster without pointing the gun at yourself.

Postion
Different holsters are designed to be carried on different parts of the body or in 

different positions on the waist.  DOn’t try and adapt a holster designed for carry 
behind the hip to the appendix position, etc.

Your holster also needs to retain its position.  Make sure that the holster won’t slide 
excessively on your belt and will maintain its position relative to your body.  Belt loops 
that match the belt size help greatly with this.



Resources
To learn about different Holsters

Guns, Holsters, and Gear is a site run by my good friend Richard Johnson.  He has 
invested a tremendous amount of effort in building a resource for customers to find a 
holster that works for them.  You can look at holster related posts on GHG by clicking 
here.
To purchase holsters:

Here is a link to an Amazon search for holsters.  Not all of the holsters on Amazon 
meet the RAG TOP requirements, so shop carefully.

http://www.gunsholstersandgear.com/?s=holsters
http://www.gunsholstersandgear.com/?s=holsters
http://amzn.to/1R70wmM

